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Materials analyses and electrochemical impedance
of implantable metal electrodes

Matiar M. R. Howlader,* Arif Ul Alam, Rahul P. Sharma and M. Jamal Deen

Implantable electrodes with high flexibility, high mechanical fixation and low electrochemical impedance

are desirable for neuromuscular activation because they provide safe, effective and stable stimulation.

In this paper, we report on detailed materials and electrical analyses of three metal implantable

electrodes – gold (Au), platinum (Pt) and titanium (Ti) – using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),

scanning acoustic microscopy, drop shape analysis and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. We

investigated the cause of changes in electrochemical impedance of long-term immersed Au, Pt and Ti

electrodes on liquid crystal polymers (LCPs) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). We analyzed the surface

wettability, surface and interface defects and the elemental depth profile of the electrode-adhesion

layers on the LCP. The impedance of the electrodes decreased at lower frequencies, but increased at

higher frequencies compared with that of the short-term immersion. The increase of impedances was

influenced by the oxidation of the electrode/adhesion-layers that affected the double layer capacitance

behavior of the electrode/PBS. The oxidation of the adhesion layer for all the electrodes was confirmed by

XPS. Alkali ions (sodium) were adsorbed on the Au and Pt surfaces, but diffused into the Ti electrode and

LCPs. The Pt electrode showed a higher sensitivity to surface and interface defects than that of Ti and Au

electrodes. These findings may be useful when designing electrodes for long-term implantable devices.

1. Introduction

Implantable electrodes can be used to electrically stimulate
impaired muscle and nerves. The electrical stimulation requires
generating electrical pulses, easy routing of the pulses, and
delivering effective stimulus from the electrodes to the tissue.
For such applications, the electrodes with high flexibility, high
mechanical fixation and low electrochemical impedance are
desirable. The stringent requirements of the electrodes are the
essence of high electrochemical stability and easy transfer of
electrical impulses from the electrodes to ions in the surround-
ing electrolyte at low injected charge.1–5 Flexibility reduces
abrasive or compressive injuries and improves mechanical fixa-
tion. Low electrochemical impedance between the electrode–
electrolyte (i.e., tissue) is a critical requirement because it is
essential in order to reduce tissue injuries, lower stimulation
current (for low/no irritation) and increase the longevity of
the implants.1–3,6,7 Typically, ideal electrodes possess those
characteristics and offer reversible charge transfer (Faradaic) at the
electrode/electrolyte interface without provoking the host tissues,
which results in safe, effective and stable stimulation. In contrast,
non-ideal electrodes cause deleterious chemical changes and
harmful effects due to irreversible charge transfer (non-Faradaic).6–9

Flexible polymer substrates such as polyimide (PI), parylene
and liquid crystal polymers (LCPs) have been demonstrated for
implantable electrode arrays, telemetric coils and structural
membranes.10–13 Among these substrates, LCPs have lower
water absorption, a lower coefficient of thermal expansion,
and higher biocompatibility.14–17 Therefore, LCPs are regarded
as some of the best implantable substrate materials, providing
reliable functionality in the warm, moist, and mobile environ-
ment of the human body.

A wide range of materials, including titanium (Ti), platinum
(Pt) and gold (Au), have been used for implantable electrodes7

because of their high biocompatibility, high charge transfer
capability and low/non-reactivity in the in vivo environments.18–22

Electrodes made of these materials have been tested in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) solution to mimic the operating environ-
ment of the implants. While Ti is used as an electrode and
adhesion material on polymers,23 the oxidation of Ti24 in the
implantable environments may degrade its performance. Also,
the oxidation of Pt,25 the oxygen reduction of Au26 and Pt, and
their electrolysis in water25,26 degrade the reversible charge
transfer capability of the long-term implanted electrodes and
damage surrounding tissues. Therefore, the electrochemical
impedance of Pt–Ti electrodes on flexible substrates was
increased in PBS solution.27,28 Also, the Au electrode covered with
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped poly(styrene-sulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) on a copper laminated Kaptons PI substrate
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showed higher stability in its electrochemical impedance properties
than that of a bare Au electrode dipped in saline for 40 days.29

Furthermore, an increase in the impedance at the electrode inter-
face was reported due to the foreign body reaction with organisms.30

Therefore, the operating environment, and the type of polymer
substrates, electrode materials and surface/interfacial adhesion
layers affect the performance of the implantable electrodes.

Recently, we observed the change of electrical impedance for
Pt, Au and Ti electrodes on LCPs after long-term-immersion in
PBS.1,3 The impedance behavior was investigated through
analyzing the surface roughness and the double layer capacitive
(signified as b) behavior of the electrodes. The roughness of
the Au electrode was significantly increased as compared to Ti.
The value of b significantly dropped for the Pt and Ti electrodes
as opposed to the Au electrodes. The significant decrease of the
b value was induced by the prolonged immersion in PBS. The
increase of the impedance of the electrodes was believed to be
due to the amount of hydroxyls on the surface.1,31 Also, the
increased surface roughness was also attributed to the increase
in the interfacial electrochemical impedance of the electrode.
Moreover, the physical changes in the chemical environment
on the surface and inside the immersed Au, Ti and Pt electro-
des (i.e., pores due to chemical elements of PBS)32–35 may
control the interfacial impedance of the electrode–electrolyte.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no experimental observa-
tion on the surface wettability, surface and interface defects
and the elemental depth profile to explain the change of the
impedance of the implantable electrodes after long-term PBS
immersion. These queries are critical to address design challenges
for the longevity of implantable devices.

This article investigates the cause of changing electro-
chemical impedance of long-term PBS-immersed Au, Ti and
Pt electrodes on LCPs. We measured the water contact angle
using a drop shape analyzer, analyzed defects using a scanning
acoustic microscope, and observed chemical elements using an
X-ray photoelectron spectroscope to investigate the impedance
change mechanisms of these electrodes. These results were corre-
lated to understand the increased impedance that would provide
important insights about long-term implanted electrodes.

2. Experiments
2.1. Fabrication of flexible electrodes

For this study, we used the Pt, Ti and Au electrodes fabricated
on LCP substrates that were used for electrochemical impe-
dance measurements after dipping for 42 days in PBS solution
in our previous study.1,3 In fact, we measured the electro-
chemical impedances for the electrodes dipped for 1, 3, 7, 14,
21, 28, 35 and 42 days. After 42 days of immersion, we observed
significant changes in the impedance as opposed to other
shorter (e.g., 21 days) immersion time.1 Ti was used as the
adhesion layer between the substrate and the electrode. The
thicknesses of the adhesion layer and the electrode were 30 and
200 nm, respectively (Fig. 1(a)). The electrode was deposited by
a low cost process36 on the LCP substrate of a size of about
(15 mm � 15 mm) that was cut from an A4 size LCP sheet.
A 100 mm thick copper mask with a hole of 8 mm diameter was
placed on top of the LCP during the deposition. So the diameter
of the electrode would be around 8 mm. The adhesion and

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the deposited electrode on the LCP substrate. (b) Peak area quantification method for atomic percentage calculation
from XPS wide scan spectra using CasaXPS.41 (c) Focusing diagram in Scanning Acoustic Microscopy (SAM).40 (d) Contact angle measurement using the
sessile drop technique.
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conducting layers were deposited using electron beam evapora-
tion. The deposition rate was 1.5 Å s�1 and the background
pressure was 1 � 10�4 Pa. The purities of the Pt, Au and Ti
targets were 99.99%, 99.999% and 99.99% respectively. All the
deposition conditions such as the target location, sample
location, target parameters, and chamber conditions were kept
constant for the deposition of all electrodes and no post-
deposition heat treatments were used. The electrodes dipped
in PBS were not encapsulated. The three-electrode electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed using
a Gamry framework workstation.1,3 An alternating current
excitation with a voltage of 10 mV was used at a frequency
range from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz. Equivalent circuits and para-
meters were determined with ZPlot software. Further details of
the LCP substrate, fabrication of electrodes and impedance
measurements can be found in ref. 1, 4 and 37.

2.2. Contact angle measurement

The water contact angle was measured using a drop shape
analysis system (DSA100) from KRÜSS with a 5 ml de-ionized
water droplet using the sessile drop method (Fig. 1(d)).38,39 The
water contact angle shows the affinity of the surface for hydro-
xyl groups. The contact angles of each specimen were measured
once every 2 seconds for 2 minutes of elapsed time to achieve
an average contact angle.

2.3. Scanning acoustic microscopy

Acoustic microscopy is a non-destructive testing method of
defects through high-resolution imaging of objects created by
high frequency ultrasound. The sound waves are captured
either when passing through (transmission mode) or echoing
back (reflection mode) from an object.40 A digital image is
generated by digitizing those sound waves. Therefore, any
internal structures and defects present in the objects are
identified. The Scanning Acoustic Microscopy (SAM) in this
article was done using GEN5t C-SAMs from Sonoscans with a
high frequency (230 MHz) Surface Wave transducer (230 SW).
We observed surface and interface defects of the electrodes
with a resolution of 4 microns (Fig. 4). During scanning, the
first echo encountered is called the surface echo (Fig. 1(c)). At
this position, the distance between the bottom of the transducer
and the top of the specimen (Z) is approximately equal to the
focal length of the transducer (F). It provides the surface profile
of the specimen. As the transducer is moved closer to the surface
and the focus moves into the specimen (i.e., Z o F), a second
echo will start appearing to the right of the surface echo and
increase in amplitude (Fig. 1(c)). Focusing up and down helps to
observe any changes at the boundary between two materials, e.g.,
defects between the electrode adhesion layer and the polymer.

2.4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were acquired
using the JPS-9200 from JEOL. The Magnesium (Mg-a) X-ray
source with 10 keV and 15 mA was used for acquiring wide-scan
and narrow-scan spectra with a binding energy resolution of
0.1 eV. Also, the Ar-ion etching (with 3 keV and 20 mA) was

done with 0.08 Pa pressure. The XPS instrument was calibrated
using an Au sample.31

Depth profile XPS spectra of Ti, Pt and Au electrodes were
quantified in terms of the peak intensities, areas and positions
of different elements. Generally, the peak intensities signify the
amount of a particular element, whereas the peak positions
suggest the elemental and chemical composition. In this
experiment, we measured the atomic concentration of each
element by calculating the area of the quantification region
(shaded area in Fig. 1(b)) using CasaXPS software.41 Fig. 1(b)
illustrates a survey spectrum of the Pt electrode where the
atomic concentration was calculated based on the area of
the quantification regions as shown in the quantification table
(inset). Auger peaks (e.g., NaKLL) were not considered in the
calculation of the atomic concentration of the chemical
elements. The quantification regions were specified by select-
ing an appropriate range of energies as well as subtracting
background signals.

All specimens showed a charging effect due to the dielectric
nature of the LCP. Charge corrections were accomplished using
Au4f7/2

, Pt4f7/2
and O1s for Au, Pt and Ti electrodes, respectively.

Au4f7/2
and Pt4f7/2

were chosen as references for the charge
correction due to their non-oxidizing behavior. On the other
hand, O1s was taken as the reference for Ti because of its
oxidizing nature.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Electrical impedance of the electrodes

Following our previous study on the electrochemical impe-
dance of Au, Ti and Pt electrodes immersed in PBS solution
up to 42 days at room temperature,1,3 we extracted their
impedances as a function of frequency only for ‘‘Day 1’’ and
‘‘Day 42’’ to investigate the fundamental mechanism respon-
sible for the change in the impedance of long-term immersed
implantable electrodes. Fig. 2 shows the electrochemical impe-
dance of Au, Ti and Pt electrodes immersed in PBS solution for
‘‘Day 1’’ and ‘‘Day 42’’. After 42 days of immersion, the
impedances of the electrodes were increased at higher frequen-
cies (i.e., above 1 Hz) which is in contrast to the impedance of
the Au electrode on nickel phosphorus/copper/PI.29 For Au, the
cut-off frequency was shifted to higher frequency. In the case of
Ti and Pt, no significant cut-off frequency was observed. The
change of impedances for ‘‘Day 42’’ compared to ‘‘Day 1’’ may
be correlated with the chemical compositions and surface/
interface behavior of the electrodes and their capacitive inter-
facial behavior (b).1,3 For a pure capacitor, the value of b is 1.
In our previous study,1 we observed that the value of b for
‘‘Day 42’’ Au was 0.85, but for Ti and Pt, it was 0.25 and 0.38,
respectively. Also, the values of the constant phase element
capacitance, K (at angular frequency, o = 1 rad s�1), for Ti and
Pt were decreased significantly at ‘‘Day 42’’ as compared to Au.
These significant drops in b and K values for Pt and Ti
electrodes as compared to that of Au imply that distinct
mechanisms were associated with the oxidation and reactivity
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of the surface and interfaces of the electrodes.1,42 Therefore, we
focused only on the ‘‘Day 42’’ electrodes to identify the surface
wettability, surface and interface defects, and elemental com-
positions towards understanding the increase of impedance.

3.2. Surface wettability of the electrodes

The water contact angle quantifies the wettability of a solid-
state surface. Hence, this is critical to understand the reactions
of the PBS solution with the electrode surfaces. A higher contact

angle renders a hydrophobic surface. In contrast, a lower
contact angle indicates a hydrophilic surface.43 In general the
demarcation line between these two surfaces is the contact
angle in the ranges of 301–451.31,44 Our results show that the
contact angle for Ti electrodes is 541. After 2 min, the contact
angle decreases to 451 (Fig. 3). On the other hand, the contact
angle for Pt starts at 941 and after 2 minutes it decreases to 761.
Also, the contact angle of Au starts at 721 and becomes 661
after two minutes. Therefore, the contact angles of Pt and Au
electrodes indicate that they are more hydrophobic than the Ti
electrode.

Surface roughness and porosity control the water contact
angle.31,45,49 In our previous study, we found that the surface
roughness of Au, Pt and Ti electrodes on LCPs before immer-
sion in the PBS solution was 3.18, 3.44, and 4.49 nm, respec-
tively.1 After immersion in the PBS solution for 42 days, the
roughness of Au and Ti was 11 and 6.03 nm, respectively. The
surface roughness of Pt was not measureable due to delamina-
tion from LCPs. The higher contact angle for Au than that of Ti
may be due to its high surface roughness and adsorbed hydro-
phobic contaminants.46 One of the examples of the contami-
nants would be Na that comes from the PBS solution. Also, the
high contact angle of Pt may be attributed to its high surface
roughness. On the other hand, the low surface roughness of Ti
and its high reactivity to alkaline and oxides resulted in a
reduced contact angle with a high number of pores.47 The high
surface roughness of the Pt electrode and the high number
of pores of the Ti electrode are responsible for their non-ideal
(i.e., b { 1) capacitive behavior.48

3.3. Surface and interface defects of the electrodes

Fig. 4(a) shows the SAM image for the top surface of an Au
electrode that has been immersed for 42 days in PBS solution.
The image shows four things: (1) the white area is the electrode
area showing the surface topography, (2) the square black mark
is the ion etching area resulting from the depth profile experi-
ments (as given in the Section 3.3), (3) the big black dots due to
the delamination of Au and (4) the small dots over the white

Fig. 2 Electrochemical impedance of (a) Au, (b) Pt and (c) Ti electrodes
immersed in PBS solution for ‘‘Day 1’’ and ‘‘Day 42’’ as a function of
frequency.1 The diameters of the electrodes are 8 mm.

Fig. 3 Contact angle variation with time for the Au, Pt and Ti electrodes
after immersing for 42 days.
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area are a result of defects due to the prolonged immersion in
PBS solution.

Fig. 4(b) shows the SAM image of the interface of the long-
term immersed Au electrode. Small holes are observed over the
ion treated area. Ion etching induces these defects. Also, these
defects do not match with that of the surface. Therefore, these
are likely to be artifacts rather than interfacial pores. The big
dots seen in Fig. 4(a) are being shadowed in Fig. 4(b). In
Fig. 4(b), the identified white area is due to the bending of
the specimen. The density of defects in the ion etched and non-
etched areas is identical. The defects in the ion-etched area are
more visible than those of the non-etched area. This may be
attributed to the thinner layer of Au caused by ion etching.

Fig. 4(c) and (d) show the top surface of the Pt electrode
and the interface of Pt/LCP, respectively. The specimen surface
shows Pt delamination. This delamination is due to the reac-
tivity of the adhesion layer with the PBS solution (i.e., sodium
chloride, sodium phosphate, potassium phosphate and potassium
chloride). In comparison to the Au electrode, the Pt electrode
shows a smaller but higher density of pores. The majority of
the pores are identical in size. The surface pores are connected
to that of the interface of Pt/LCP, as shown in Fig. 4(d).

However, a couple of large sized defects are observed which
could be some artifacts.

Fig. 4(e) and (f) show the top surface of the Ti electrode and
the interface of Ti/LCP, respectively. The top surface of Ti shows
few pores. The white area of the Ti/LCP interface (Fig. 4(f)) is
due to bending of the specimen. The interfacial pores are
observed all over the interfacial area.49 The sizes of the pores
are identical to that of the Au/LCP interface, but larger than
that of the Pt/LCP interface.

The surface pores and oxides can be correlated with the
hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity of the surfaces. The lower
contact angle of the Ti electrode could be due to the higher
alkaline and oxides on the surface. In contrast, the higher
contact angle of the Pt electrode than that of Au and Ti may
result from the higher number of pores on the surface. Au also
has a higher number of pores on the surfaces than that of Ti,
which can be correlated with the higher contact angle and
higher surface roughness.48 On the other hand, the Ti/LCP
interface has a greater number of pores than that of Pt and Au.
This behavior indicates that the bulk of the Ti electrode is also
prone to the alkaline and oxides as compared to Au and Pt
resulting in higher pores in the Ti electrode. These pores may
be permeable to defects favoring the diffusion of the electrode
materials into the LCP49 and resulting in varying defects across
the depth of the electrodes. Therefore, the elemental distribu-
tion of the electrodes could be associated with their oxidation
and diffusion behavior.

3.4. Elemental analysis of the electrodes

3.4.1 Depth profile of the Au electrode. Elemental analysis
of the surface and interface has been investigated to under-
stand the role of the chemical compositions in the changes
in the electrochemical impedance of the electrode. Fig. 5 shows
the (a) wide scan spectra as a function of etching time and (b)
the depth profile of the Au electrode dipped in PBS dipped for
42 days. The etching step was 60 s. The major peaks identified
were Au4f, Ti2p, O1s and C1s. Before etching (0 s), two strong
peaks of Au4f, two moderately strong peaks of Au4d and a weak
peak of Au4p were observed. No carbon was detected on the
surface. Also, an Auger peak for NaKLL was observed. The peak
positions for the peak near O1s, and NaKLL were 514 and 262 eV,
respectively.50,51 Since Au does not oxidize, the peak near O1s

could be due to the oxidation of NaKLL adsorbed on the surface.
After 60 s of etching, oxygen and Alkali disappeared. All the
peaks for Au became stronger. After 1080 s of etching, Ti
appeared and Au became weaker. After 3000 s of etching, all
other peaks disappeared except Au4f, but remained as a weak
peak. A strong peak for carbon appeared from LCP.

The detailed elemental distribution in atomic concentration as
a function of etching time can be seen in Fig. 5(b). Before etching,
Au was highest followed by oxygen. Au increased after etching for
60 s and remained constant until 780 s. Then Au decreased and Ti
increased with the increase of etching time. Ti peaked at 1140 s.
From 960 s, oxygen started appearing, then increased and peaked
at 1260 s. Carbon began to appear from 1140 s, then gradually
increased, and finally saturated around 2000 s. The depth profile

Fig. 4 Scanning acoustic microscope (SAM) images of (a) the top surface
of Au on LCPs, (b) the interface of Au/LCP, (c) the top surface of Pt on
LCPs, (d) the interface of Pt/LCP, (e) the top surface of Ti on LCPs, and
(f) the interface of Ti/LCP.
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indicates an interfacial region between 840 s and 1800 s that
consists of curves for oxygen and Ti with almost Gaussian shapes,
and decreasing and increasing curves for Au and C, respectively.
The curves for Ti and oxygen indicate that the adhesion layer
underneath the Au electrode was completely oxidized. Also, Au
was detected even after the complete elimination of the Ti and O
signals. The disappearance of the O signal in the Au electrode may
indicate the replacement of oxygen from LCPs due to the diffusion
of Au into LCPs. Based on the estimated etching rate of the Au

electrode (i.e., B0.22 nm s�1), the interface and the diffusion
depth would be 65 and 100 nm, respectively. This depth is larger
than the thickness of the adhesion layer (i.e., 30 nm). This
discrepancy could be due to the different etching rate of Au at
the interfacial region where Au, Ti, C and O are diffused together.
However, the cause of the diffusion of Au into LCP is not known
from this study.

In order to understand the route for the oxidation, we
investigated the depth profile of the Au electrode before immer-
sing into PBS, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The pristine Au electrode
clearly shows Au, Ti and C at the interfacial region without any
oxidation. This indicates that the interfacial oxides observed in
the electrodes immersed for 42 days (Fig. 5(b)) did not originate
from the fabrication process of the electrodes.

The literature has shown that adhesion layers with the
types of deposited materials and chemical elements for the
electrodes control the surface and interface properties of
the electrodes–electrolytes.52–54 The effect of the Cr adhesion
layer between gold electrodes and quartz was investigated
from the response of an electrochemical quartz crystal micro-
balance (EQCM) in HClO4 and phosphate buffer.52 The gold
electrode in the buffer solution was attacked by oxygen chemi-
sorption and further it was dissolved in the presence of a
small amount of chloride. Gold films were contaminated due
to the poor Cr adhesion layer. Also, a significant amount of
extraneous metal atoms was present on the gold electrode
surface. However, the gold electrode with a Ti adhesion layer
showed negligible dissolution of gold. In an electrochemical
study of gold electrodes with anodic oxide films, it was found
that two monolayers of anodically formed gold oxides on
the surface completely inhibited electrochemical redox reac-
tions.53 Furthermore, the gold electrode was electrically char-
acterized with a thiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM) for
biosensing applications.54 A cyclic voltammogram of the
fresh gold electrode before and after thiol deposition in PBS
showed that the oxidation reaction at the interface was
reduced after thiol deposition and no further reduction was
taken place.54 Therefore, these results support the presence of
alkali materials on Au electrodes and the absence of alkali
inside the electrode surface due to strong adhesion of Au and
Ti with LCPs.

3.4.2 Depth profile of the Pt electrode. Fig. 6(a) shows the
wide scan spectra during the depth profile of the Pt electrode
immersed in PBS for 42 days. The spectra contain Pt4f, Pt4d,
Ti2p, O1s and C1s peaks. Before etching (0 s), peaks for Pt4f,
NaKLL (Auger) and O1s with identical intensities were observed.
Also, the Pt4d peak with lower intensity compared to other
peaks was observed. No carbon was detected on the surface.
This behavior is similar to that of the Au surface. Ar ion etching
of the Pt surface for 60 s eliminated the oxide and alkaline
elements. In this step, a new peak for Pt4p and the high
intensity peaks for Pt4f and Pt4d were observed. After 960 s of
etching, Ti and oxygen appeared, and Pt signals became weaker
than that of the 60 s etched surface. After 1860 s of etching, all
other peaks disappeared except C1s. This high intensity peak
may be due to the carbon from LCPs.

Fig. 5 (a) XPS wide scan spectra during etching for the Au electrode.
(b) Depth profile of the Au electrode, with the optical image of the etched
Au electrode. The white area of the optical image on the inset shows the
top surface of the Ar-ion etched Au electrode. (c) Depth profile of the
pristine Au electrode (i.e., without PBS immersion).
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In the depth profile (Fig. 6(b)), the atomic concentration of
carbon before etching of the Pt electrode was highest followed
by oxygen and carbon. After etching the Pt electrode surface for
60 s, oxygen disappeared completely and Pt remained constant
until 780 s. Then Pt started to decrease with the increase of
etching time. At that stage, Ti started to appear and peaked at
960 s. After 840 s of etching, oxygen again appeared and peaked
at 1080 s. Carbon appeared from 1020 s, then gradually
increased, and finally saturated around 1700 s. The increase
of Ti was followed by the increase of oxygen and carbon, but Pt
was decreased with the increase of etching time. All the curves
were intersected at an interfacial region between 780 and
1380 s. In this region, Ti and oxygen showed curves with shapes
of Gaussian distribution. Also, decreasing and increasing
curves for Pt and C, respectively, were observed. After that, Ti
was terminated but Pt, C and O were detected. The elimination
of Ti in the Pt electrode is similar to that in the Au electrode.
Also, while the Pt detection in LCPs is similar to that of Au, the
O signal was present in the LCP of the Pt electrode. This
behavior may indicate the diffusion of Pt into LCPs. The inter-
face and diffusion depth for Pt would be 40 and 60 nm,
respectively, if we follow the similar calculation (i.e., etching
rate = 0.22 nm s�1) as Au. Again the observed depth is larger
than the thickness of the adhesion layer (i.e., 30 nm) that may

be attributed to the identical phenomena to that of the Au
electrode.

A few monolayers of the Pt surface (Fig. 6(a)) were oxidized
rather than the complete oxidation of the inner layers (bulk).
These results are identical to the cyclic voltammogram study of
Pt electrodes in PBS solution with dissolved oxygen at a
potential range of �1.0 V to +1.7 V.55 Formation and reduction
of oxide and adsorption and desorption of hydrogen were
observed. In addition, the oxidation of chloride ions, and the
oxidation and reduction of phosphate groups were found.55 In
another study, the electrochemistry of Pt electrodes in PBS
showed the role of bovine serum albumin (BSA) in oxygen
reduction and electrode dissolution of the Pt electrode.56 It
was found that irreversible O2 and H2 evolution occurs in the
presence of BSA when applying shorter pulses resulting in
inhibited Pt dissolution. On the other hand, the inhibitory
effect of O2 reduction may change with deoxygenated BSA-
containing PBS. Identical results on the formation and
reduction of oxide and adsorption and desorption of hydrogen
were reported in the cyclic voltammogram study of the Pt
electrode in PBS in ref. 1. However, the XPS results from this
study on the surface oxidation of Pt do not support the hydro-
phobicity (contact angle is 941) identified in the water contact
angle measurements. The high contact angle may be due to the
scattered surface oxide of Pt instead of being continuous.
Therefore, the top layers of the Pt electrode act as the hydro-
phobic surface.

In fact, the depth profile indicates isolated oxide layers of
the adhesion layer at the interface between the bulk (Fig. 6(b))
and LCPs. Also, only the Pt electrode of the three electrodes was
delaminated. Furthermore, the optical image of the Pt electrode
shows higher delamination on the areas other than that of the
edges (Fig. 6(b), Inset 2). This delamination may be associated
with the significant number of pores (Fig. 4(c)) created through
the scattered surface oxide (Fig. 6(a)). The chemical elements
(Alkali) of the PBS solution permeate through the pores and
attack the oxidized adhesion layer of the Pt electrode system.
On the other hand, the adhesion layer in the Au electrode
system without immersing in PBS (Fig. 5(c)) was not oxidized.
Therefore, this study does not provide evidence whether the
contact between the electrolyte and the Ti adhesion layer causes
the corrosion of the Ti adhesion layer. In fact, the purity,
processing conditions and surface porosity of the electrodes
may control the corrosion behavior.

3.4.3 Depth profile of the Ti electrode. Fig. 7(a) shows the
wide scan spectra during the depth profile of the Ti electrode
immersed in PBS for 42 days. The spectra contain Ti2p, O1s and
C1s peaks. Before etching (0 s), peaks for Ti2p, NaKLL (Auger) and
O1s were observed. Also, Ti3p and Ti3s peaks with relatively
lower intensity compared to other peaks were observed. No
carbon was detected on the surface. In contrast, Ti had the
penetrated Alkali throughout the adhesion and electrode to the
LCP. Ar ion etching of the Ti surface for 60 s could not eliminate
the oxide and alkaline elements. After 1500 s of etching, the
oxygen peak became stronger, and Ti peaks became weaker than
that of the 60 s etched surface. After 2400 s of etching, all other

Fig. 6 (a) XPS wide scan spectra during etching for the Pt electrode.
(b) Depth profile of the Pt electrode with the optical image of the etched Pt
electrode. The white area of the optical image on the inset 1 shows the top
surface of the Ar-ion etched Pt electrode. Inset 2 shows the delamination
of the Pt electrode after immersion in PBS.
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peaks disappeared except C1s. This peak with high intensity may
be due to carbon appearing from the LCP.

In the depth profile (Fig. 7(b)), the atomic concentration of
Ti was higher than that of oxygen before etching and after

1500 s of etching. However, there was a gradual increase of
oxygen and vice versa for Ti until 1500 s of etching. After 1560 s
of etching, the amount of oxygen became higher than that of Ti
and both the peaks became diminished. Carbon started appear-
ing from 960 s, then gradually increased, and finally saturated
around 2100 s. All the curves were intersected between 1500 s
and 1560 s. Since both the electrode layer and adhesion layer
were made of Ti, the interfacial region appears to be broader
between 960 s and 2100 s. In this region, decreasing and
increasing of Ti and C, respectively, were observed. NaKLL was
detected even after the elimination of Ti (Fig. 7(a)). This
behavior may indicate the diffusion of alkaline elements into
LCPs. A similar calculation for the interface and the diffusion
depth of Ti (etching rate = 0.20 nm s�1) to that of the Au and Pt
electrodes shows that it would be about 85 and 100 nm,
respectively. The depth of the interface is larger than the
thickness of the adhesion layer (i.e., 30 nm), which may be
due to the different etching rate of diffused Ti, C and O at the
interfacial region.

The XPS results reveal continuous oxidation of the Ti
electrode and the adhesion layer. This behavior may be com-
parable to that in the extracellular electrolyte that is separated
from the electrode by a molecular layer of water adsorbed on
the metal surface.35 In the literature, it is shown that the
passive oxide film can be formed on Ti electrodes immersed
in PBS with a significant increase of electrical resistance.24,57,58

The increase of the electrical resistance was reported due to the
passivation of oxides, growth of oxides and partial reduction of
Ti.48,58 The depth profile results also show that Ti diffuses in
LCPs. This diffusion may be due to the presence of pores in the
inner layers of the Ti electrode.24

Table 1 summarizes the chemical compositions of Au, Pt
and Ti in atomic concentration at different positions across the
depth of the electrodes. The binding energy for the O1s peak on
the Au surface was observed to be 514 eV, which is different
from that of Ti (531 eV) and Pt (533 eV). The oxide peak on Au
is due to the oxidation of NaKLL adsorbed on the surface.50,51

Fig. 7 (a) XPS wide scan spectra during etching for the Ti electrode.
(b) Depth profile of the Ti electrode with the optical image of the etched
Ti electrode. The white area of the optical image on the inset shows the
top surface of the Ar-ion etched Ti electrode.

Table 1 Summary of the chemical compositions of Au, Pt and Ti in atomic percentage at different positions across the depth of the electrodes

Electrodes Elements
Binding
energy (eV)

Atomic percentage (%) of elements at
positions with respect to electrodes Diffusion of

adhesion layer
(Ti) into LCP

Electrode
diffusion
into LCP

Interface
(nm)

Diffusion
(nm) RemarksSurface Bulk Interface LCP

Au O1s 514 14 0 0–26 0 None Yes 65 100 Discontinuous
adhesion layerC1s 284 0 0 0 - 90 93–97

Ti2p3/2
445 0 0 8–59 0

Au4f7/2
85 86 100 92 - 6 3–7

NaKLL 262 Yes None None None

Pt O1s 533 59 0 2–24 6 - 3 Yes Yes 40 60 Discontinuous
adhesion layerC1s 285 9 0 0 - 90 90 - 95

Ti2p3/2
455 0 0 3–44 3 - 2

Pt4f7/2
71 32 100 91 - 2 1–2

NaKLL 265 Yes None None None

Ti O1s 531 21 18 - 38 37 - 7 B7 Yes Yes 85 100 Continuous
adhesion layerC1s 285 0 0 4 - 89 B88

Ti2p3/2
456 79 81 - 62 59 - 4 B5

NaKLL 270 Yes Yes Yes None
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On the other hand, the O1s peak for Ti and Pt was due to the
oxidation of the electrode surfaces. A comparison in the change
of the chemical compositions for the Ti electrode at the surface,
bulk, interface and LCP shows that the electrode material
gradually oxidizes and diffuses into LCPs. In contrast, the
adhesion layer oxidizes in the Au and Pt electrodes that localize
and stop diffusion of oxygen and carbon from LCPs. For all the
electrodes, electrode materials were diffused into LCPs. The
approximate widths of the interfacial regions for Au, Pt and Ti
electrodes were 65, 40 and 85 nm, respectively. The largest
interfacial width for Ti is due to the ease of diffusion in the Ti
electrode system through the highest number of pores and its
continuous oxidation. On the other hand, the non-oxidation of
Au and Pt electrodes and the localized oxidation of the adhe-
sion layer in their electrode systems were responsible for the
narrower diffusion depth.

4. Impedance change mechanisms

Previously, the impedance change for the long-term-PBS-
immersed (Day 42) Au, Pt and Ti electrodes has been explained
using the estimated parameters for the empirical constant (i.e., b)
and the double layer capacitance (i.e., Cdl = K) of the constant
phase element as described in eqn (1) and (2).1,3,42

ZCPE ¼
1

joCdl
� 1

K joð Þb
(1)

fc ¼
1

2pReK
(2)

where, ZCPE, o, fc, and Re are the constant phase element (CPE)
impedance, angular frequency, cut-off frequency and electrolyte
resistance, respectively (Fig. 8). The b and K parameters
deviated from the ideal values due to the hydrolytic attack on
the electrodes. However, the underlying physical and chemical

mechanisms for the impedance change were not known. The
surface wettability, surface-interface defects and elemental depth
profile results discussed in this article provide us with useful
insights into the mechanisms. While the impedances in the lower
frequencies (below 1.2 Hz for Au, 1.3 Hz for Ti and 12 Hz for Ti)
changed into lower values, the impedances at higher frequencies
changed into higher values compared with that of ‘‘Day 1’’.

The changes in the impedance in the lower and higher
frequency ranges are attributed to the behavior of the surface,
bulk and interface of the electrodes. The total impedance of the
equivalent circuit for the model shown in Fig. 8 can be
expressed by,4

Ztotal ¼ Re þRctjj
1

joCdl
¼ Re þRctð Þ

1þ jo
ReRctCdl

Re þRct

� �

1þ jo RctCdlð Þ

0
BB@

1
CCA (3)

At lower frequencies, the double layer capacitance (Cdl)
behaves as an open circuit (from eqn (3)). Therefore, for ‘‘Day 1’’,
the equivalent impedance (Ztotal) of the electrodes at lower frequen-
cies becomes approximately Re + Rct. For ‘‘Day 42’’, the oxidation
behavior in the electrode systems may affect Cdl that can reduce
ZCPE. This behavior is supported by the distinct parameters of b
and K for Au, Pt and Ti electrodes. While b and K values for the Au
electrode after 42 days immersion in PBS were not significantly
changed, these values for the Pt and Ti electrodes were consider-
ably reduced.1 Also, Rct is dominant at lower frequencies and it is
lower than ZCPE for ‘‘Day 42’’. Then the resulting parallel impe-
dance of Rct and ZCPE for ‘‘Day 42’’ is reduced than that of ‘‘Day 1’’
at lower frequencies. It is worth noting that the value of Re for all
the electrodes varies between 18 and 55.2 O3 and may remain
unchanged with immersion time. Therefore, the impedance of the
electrodes at lower frequencies for ‘‘Day 42’’ is lower than that of
‘‘Day 1’’. At high frequencies, on the other hand, Cdl dominates the
impedance. Then the equivalent impedance of the electrodes at
high frequencies is approximately the electrolyte resistance (Re) in
series with ZCPE.

Although the water contact angle is dependent on the sur-
face behavior such as surface roughness and adsorbed con-
taminants, it does not have a straightforward relationship with
the impedance of the electrodes. The high water contact angle
of Au may be attributed to its non-oxidation and high surface
roughness.1,3 These behaviors, in addition to the adsorbed
surface contaminants, NaKLL (Fig. 5(a)) and diffused Au into
LCPs may be responsible for the change of the impedance of
Au. The increased impedance for the Pt electrode may be
associated with the large number of pores.31,45,47,49 Also, the
interfacial oxidation of Ti (adhesion layer), the delamination of
the Pt electrode as well as the diffusion of Pt into LCPs in the Pt
electrode system may be attributed to the change of the
impedance. In fact, the oxidation of the adhesion layer in all
the electrode systems, confirmed by XPS depth profiles, may
cause increased impedance of all the electrodes.

Ti showed a similar change in the impedance to that of Pt
due to the large number of pores that are infused from the
surface through the interface to the LCP. On the other hand,

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of the set-up for electrochemical impedance
measurements with an equivalent electrical circuit of the electrode/
electrolyte interface.1 CPE stands for constant phase element and
Rct stands for charge transfer resistance.
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the lowest contact angle of the Ti electrode was due to its
continuous oxides. The Ti electrode showed similar behavior of
the impedance to that of Pt due to the continuous oxidation
from the electrode into the interfacial region and the presence
of pores through the interface. Therefore, the distinct behavior
of the impedances for different electrodes at higher frequencies
is due to the influence of the oxidation that affected the double
layer capacitance associated with the frequency of the electrical
signal.

5. Conclusion

The electrochemical impedances of long-term immersed Au, Pt
and Ti electrodes in PBS solution decreased at lower frequen-
cies, but increased at higher frequencies compared with those
of the short-term immersed electrodes. The increased impedance
of the Au electrode could not be explained in terms of its oxide-
free surface and pore-free interface. This increase could be due to
the oxidation of the adhesion layer in the Au electrode system. For
Pt, the increased impedance may be associated with the largest
number of pores among the electrodes, the oxidation of the
adhesion layer, the delamination of the electrode or the diffusion
of the electrode into LCP. The alkali ion (sodium) in the PBS
solution might permeate through the pores and attack the
oxidized Ti adhesion layer, resulting in the delamination of the
Pt electrode. Similar changes in the impedance for the Ti elec-
trode to that of Pt were due to a larger number of pores than that
of Au infused from the surface through the interface to LCPs. The
oxidation of the adhesion layer identified from the XPS spectra for
all the electrode systems considerably influences the increase of
the impedances. The adhesion layer was continuously oxidized
only for the Ti electrode. Also, while alkali ions (sodium) were
present only on the surfaces of Au and Pt electrodes and they
penetrated the Ti electrode from the surface all the way to the
LCP. The XPS depth profile indicates diffusion of all the
electrode materials into the LCP. Further research is needed
to investigate the mechanisms for the diffusion. In summary,
the oxidation of the adhesion layer, the formation of pores on
the surface and interface and the diffusion of the electrode
materials into the electrodes and the substrate influence not
only the impedance of the implantable electrodes, but also
their charge transfer characteristics.
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